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BUILDING A SOCIETY 
THAT WORKS



The Presidency plays a 
strategic support role,

not an implementation role.

Implementation is by participating 
departments.

Budgets go directly to participating 
departments.



The Basic Education 
Employment Initiative
The biggest youth employment 

programme in SA’s history.

• Over 850,000 youth placed since October 2020
• 242,000 currently in post 
• High quality 8 month work experience: 

mentorship often 1:1 with a teacher. 
• Time management, task management, 

communication, admin, IT, and much more.

The private sector highlights the level of risk and costs 
involved in hiring young people 
who have never worked before.

Here, the state is providing meaningful work experience – 
‘de-risking’ youth employment for the private sector



s

DBE PHASE IV  Recruitment (26 SEP – 16 OCT 2022)

13.5M
Applications received

1.5M
Unique young applicants

> 73K
Calls answered

> 21K
Emails & chat responses

>501K
New joiners to SA Youth 

110
Harambees on call

255K
Vacancies in 9 provinces

>45K
Opportunity cards on SA Youth

23K
Participating schools

sayouth.mobi performing at scale

21
Days

0.06%
Platform downtime

>1,5m reach

>288k engagements

All applications 
made through 

SAYouth
Transparency

Fairness
Links to pathways



There is quite simply no programme reaching youth at this scale with this spatial distribution. 
Reaching the ‘jobs deserts’ for youth …..
A ‘distributed network’ on which we can layer support and impacts to achieve systemic level impacts



Reading for Meaning

These and many more partnerships…
NECT

All applications 
made through 

SAYouth

Transparency
Fairness

Links to pathways
Supporting unprecedented scale of design and 
rollout of learning modules, mainly on-line, with 

data support, providing certification.

Through E-cubed, extensive use of social media, surveys, 
learning materials to provide support.







 
 for quality work experience

 
for social value creation• Funda Wande mentored school assistants in 120 schools in Limpopo. By term 3, 

grade 2 learners supported were 1.25 years ahead of their peers in control 
schools in both literacy and numeracy. DBE is working with Funda Wande to 
build these lessons into the BEEI. 

• On ‘Reading for Meaning’: 

• Over 20,000 teachers assistants trained as ‘Reading Champions’

• Supporting library corners, reading aloud, one-on-one reading

• On maths and science: Teacher’s assistants are being trained as ‘Siyavula 
Champions’ – promoting the use of the Siyavula Maths and Science app – mainly 
Gauteng.

• On phonics (recognising and sounding out the alphabet): ‘Zazi-iZande’ is 
currently in design, to use school assistants in the Eastern Cape to see whether 
they can help to move the dial in this critical area. 

This programme is a huge resource in schools.
It can make a systemic-level difference.          

Can we afford not to give it a chance to do so?

Moving the dial on learning outcomes…..

Allowing for evaluation of the impact of School Assistants
on Maths and Science outcomes.



‘Business in a Box’

The ’distributed network’ of schools                                           
provides unique and unprecedented opportunities

 

• DBE has introduced entrepreneurship training for school assistants, in support of 
learners and the curriculum – but also for their own pathways forward.
• There is no mechanism for entrepreneurship training with the spatial reach of 

BEEI.

• Allan Gray Entrepreneurship Gaming app – take-up in 7 provinces

• SAYouth Boza Moves podcast on youth entrepreneurship experiences

• Business in a Box: 
• Work in progress with the private sector to provide packaged support to those 

exiting who want to start a business, with the BEEI  a ‘launch-pad’ for access to 
such opportunities.

• Building on franchise models. Building peer support networks nationally.
•  Just one business per school = 23,000 businesses. X ten? A gamechanger in the 

SME space

Still a journey but the journey has started.
Don’t stop it now. 

Moving the dial on entrepreneurship…



What is the future?

Who knows?
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